
Josh  0:00
What's up everybody welcome into another episode of the die by the blade podcast we got Jack
Eichel reaction doing cousin's reaction and a bit of a trade deadline preview all lined up for you
here today. We'll get into all that and more in just a sec hello everybody welcome into the show
as you can tell my voice sounds a little different. This is the first ever morning recording of the by
the blade and it is very early in the morning. But due to work schedules and other things like that
mean Steve have to record and as I said, Steve is back once again Lucas still off in the army
doing all that fun stuff. So Steve, how's it going, buddy? How you been?

Steve  0:51
Doing pretty good. Thanks for having me on again. It's nice to be talking some savers in a great
week for the Sabres

Josh  0:58
oh my god, what a good week.

Steve  1:01
Fantastic. And I would just like to say welcome to my world of being up and at it early.

Josh  1:10
Yeah, I had a taste of this a few weeks ago when I was doing some morning shift stuff at work.
And it's something that's for sure. It's a different type of feeling to wake up at four in the morning
and be to work by 530 I mean, we're not recording that early. It's seven o'clock right now. So it's
not that early, but it's uh, it's still it's still pretty early.

Steve  1:32
A little white lie could go a long way. They didn't need to know that. That's fair. You're right. Hey,
it's 5am somewhere so Right exactly. We didn't tell them timezone

Josh  1:48
but, ya know, it's uh, it's it's it's different being up this early in the morning. But anyway, so as
Steve said, great last week for the Sabres absolutely picture perfect how it's gone. Jack Eichel
comes back to town the Sabres beat the pants out. Well, I don't beat the pants off the Knights
but still beat the Knights three to one and then go out to the outdoor game on Sunday, March 6
March 13 and beat the leafs after being down against the leafs they beat least what was it?
Five, three at the end of the game? I believe 53525252 Okay, but still because Lisa route two to
one heading. Oh, right. Right. Yeah, and then

Steve  2:37
like they do they choked.

Josh  2:41



leafs blow all your round in Buffalo and not just in the fall. So let's dive right into it. Because as I
said, Jack Eichel did come back to town. You all know that by now. You all know his comments.
Let's play some of those comments right here just for a little refresher

so yeah, I'm never been that loud in seven years. You know, 10 game winning streak. Ico
milestone games. You know, if we just we didn't care the Savers fans. They never filled the
arena. I mean, when Jeff Skinner scored that ot winner against San Jose, I definitely didn't run
around in the streets of Fredonia, like a crazy person. No, I'm just kidding. I did jump up and
down a lot though. And pissed off by my neighbors in the dorms. But yeah, no no Sabres fans
don't care. They're just booing because they want Jack Eichel back right, Steve?

Steve  3:43
That, that 1015 second clip was painful to watch. It's kind of cringy It's so embarrassing to watch
another human being just completely fall apart on TV. I will give a little credit in that. Not so
much credit but a little bit of slack. I haven't seen the full like four minute postgame interview
and I learned on the after the whistle podcast I was listened to yesterday. They had Paul
Hamilton and Mike Harrington on. So at first glance, I'm like, Oh, Sweet Lord. But Michael
Vegas wasn't letting Eichel be available for comments after the game. So it was impromptu
insane.

Josh  4:28
I mean, that is mind boggling. They didn't even like what that is the only player anyone wants to
talk to after that game. I mean,

Steve  4:39
they were trying to avoid exactly what happened. And according to Harrington, the full four
minute interview, Aiko was praising the fans for most of it, but that 10 Second 15 Second clip is
what everyone is seeing. And that's all that matters. Right? There's a How I Met Your Mother
episode. Were martial. The line in the episode is you could do something right 1000 times but
that one time you don't do it right. Pain. That was the one time he doesn't do it right and it will
live in infamy for the rest of his career.

Josh  5:17
Yeah and honestly Okay, so I was at the game. It was stellar atmosphere like I've never been to
a playoff game but that felt like a playoff game. It the the intensity. The fans were into it not just
at Jack but at the refs. They were into it when any Sabres ate any of the Sabres made good
plays, there are fights, I mean, each talk about an all around great performance from everyone
involved, except for the Golden Knights obviously. But I didn't think it was right that the Sabres
fans booed him during his tribute video. Because that was showing his contributions to Roswell
and all the kids he worked with and all that stuff. That one got to me a little bit. I was clapping
during that I didn't start booing till after that. I did start booing just because he just looked like a
prick out there. Like he just looked like he was like, he just was pissed off. But at the same time,
I can totally understand why he's pissed off. When you have all these people booing you, for
what you did for the city, and not on the ice off the ice. That's I think what? That what got him. I



also think what got him is he thought he was gonna come in here. And everyone was still gonna
love him. And everyone was still gonna be like, Oh, my God, we miss you like you're the guy
still. And that broken. But the fact that he said all that after the game, he lost everyone that still
kind of supported him. There is no one in this city right now that supports that man. And there's
no one that will ever want him back on this team. Unless he does something. So astronomically
amazing that it makes up for that, but I don't think you can do that. I really don't. Like it's just
like, you think okay, yeah, this was really bad. But what if he didn't go on the air? And what if he
wasn't interviewed? Do you think that would have been worse? You know what I mean? Like, do
you think that would have been like, Oh, he's dodging the media. Oh, he doesn't want to talk to
anybody.

Steve  7:32
I think you can't do much worse than those comments that got circulated circulated on Twitter.
You can't do much worse than that. So not talking to the media. Probably was a good call by the
knights and that backfired. Talk about your all time backfires. But even in saying that to try and
get in his head a little bit. He's someone who's always played with his heart on his sleeve to a
fault. I mean, you gotta remember, I think it was either first or second year when they thought
there I think it was second or second or third year when they thought they were going to be
pushing for the playoffs and everything just fell apart. There was a story coming out of the locker
room that you'd like threw all his gear and threw a temper tantrum was that I was characterized
to get a nice headline, but he was pissed. Well, yeah, he's someone who does not conceal. He
is more like Elsa at the end of frozen and not so much the beginning of frozen. So to expect him
not to hold it in after that, which, honestly, he was expecting to roll in and just roll the Savers get
an get a nice cheer from the fans for all he did, because in his mind, which is a tortured, sad,
narcissistic place. In my opinion. She did everything he could for the franchise, and I think he
did I think he gave what he could while he was here and management screwed it up. But the
way he went about getting out is what a lot of people have turned against him on and he hasn't
done himself any favors sense. So I'm so glad the Sabres got that win. But like you said it felt
like a playoff game. I was sitting at home like you could feel the intensity through it and hats off
to Buddha grace and Ray Ferraro on the call is as were the probably two of the biggest savers
broadcast homers there are we love our guys but they did a really good job. Right? Yeah, yes.
You didn't hear it. Bluegrass is call at the end of the game when everyone's going absolutely
apeshit into the arena. tonight we dine in hell yes, I laugh I laugh my ass off.

Josh  10:02
But like, okay, so I want to go back to your point about Michael doing everything he could when
he was here. He did. Like, there is literally nothing else he could have done unless he was
general manager. And I think that's what a lot of people have to accept. Because, I mean, he
was eighth in heart trophy votes. I think what 2019 2018 One of those years he was eighth, and
on a team that was probably at that point in like third last in the NHL. And that's really
impressive. But the fact that he but like you said he gets frustrated very easily, but he's got a he
had to roll that back just a little bit and be like, Okay, we need to just work with management,
you're trying to work with manager here and it just, it never worked. It was just it seemed like it
was never meant to be from the time that he asked for a trade two years into an eight year deal.



You could just tell right there okay, this is probably going to end we we didn't think that at the
time we thought it was all just talk but that was the beginning of the end right there. And that's
where a lot of savers fans got lost was when he called for a trade not the next thing the next
thing that is I don't think that's his fault at all. But another thing I want to touch on right before we
before we move on to the leafs game because that one is something all on its own is the
reaction from his former teammates. I don't know if you saw this Steve but Cody Eakin had
probably one of the most insane he probably did like the best thing is savers career. I'm not
saying you got to pick on anybody but the way Jack was playing that whole game. He was
swiping people he was getting into battles with Yoki How are you even think I think I think even
got in it with Darlene a little bit. It wasn't the normal like, you know, hey man, welcome back, like
you know, stick taps on the shin pads, talk to your buddies, whatever. No, he was just he didn't
talk to anybody. He didn't even like like try it was ridiculous. And at one point, the third period I
go gets tossed in the face off dot and Cody can stands up stairs him dead in the face, and just
moves his neck all the way around and just flexes his neck and all this stuff. And Ico gives him
the dirtiest site I've ever seen. Oh my god that was top tier play from Cody he can just to get in
the head and say hey man, screw you. We win for now.

Steve  12:43
Do not only is it a great week for the Sabres this has been the best week for Cody Eakin as a
buffalo saber. Because that Thursday game, and it wasn't just during the third period. It was the
deciding moment of the third period. This was with what 50 minute 50 seconds to a minute left
face off in the D zone. ichael gets tossed and then you can stare him down rolls his neck stairs
and down and chirps Oh, then wins the draw gets rendered around and that's when I will turn it
over to talk Boston up the wall for the game sealing empty natter which fantastic by

Josh  13:26
the way I I didn't even know that I didn't know that that was the same face off I know that there
was

Steve  13:32
that moment Wow. Thank you so much better right?

Josh  13:36
Yeah, that's honestly that is that is incredible. Let's say what you will what Cody? He can but he
can win face offs. Very good. But he is very good in the face off that. So

Steve  13:46
he has an excellent mullet. And and beyond that moment and we'll get into in a second. It was
his idea to roll into the Heritage Classic the way that the Sabres did now don't you?

Josh  14:01
It makes total sense. It makes total sense now that I know that. Um, anyway, real quick.

Steve  14:09



You're right is because he knows he's getting moved. So he's just like, alright, might as well
have some fun and I am here for it.

Josh  14:16
Right? Real quick before we get to the Heritage Classic. I do want to touch on Peyton Krebs
and Alex talk bolt scored in that Vegas game. Their comments after the game? absolutely
stellar. Peyton Krebs I think he said, I can't remember the exact quote. He said something along
the lines of we want. I mean, anyone wants what but what's best for Jack and the rest of his
career. But me and Tukey are focused on what we're going to do for this organization for years
to come. In response to people asking like, Oh, what are your thoughts about playing it's Jack
and stuff like that. That is, like I said, that's not the exact quote, but that is an incredibly good
quote from a what 1920 year old compared to a 25 year old who's been in the league For seven
years, I mean just shows. Krebs is mature beyond his years. Anyway, so Heritage Classic after
coming in off of a great win and on Thursday. You need to get that win to get the Heritage
Classic win if the Sabres lose on Thursday, Jack Eichel they don't win the Heritage Classic. I'm
convinced like, that would have been an abysmal game on Sunday. You wouldn't have done the
flint Tropics thing like you alluded to Steve, you wouldn't have won the game. Probably you
wouldn't have saw the feistiness. I think the team would have just been down. And but they
weren't. They were great. So like Steve said, the guys get off the bus to go in the locker room.
All wearing Flint tropics, jerseys, headbands, arm sleeves, basketball shoes. I mean, they
looked fantastic. It was hilarious. Everyone had a smile on their face. Okposo had the goggles.
It was just it was great. And I posted even wore those goggles during warm ups to they were
like these blue. Like I don't even know if they were like, I don't know if they were like swimmer
goggles or what, but they're great. It was so fun to see. And it's great to see this team actually
just having fun with the games now.

Steve  16:17
Yeah, I think it was on the cautiously optimistic podcast I was listening to. They're saying this
might be the most likeable savers team we've had. Since the likes of Miller, Roy and Pominville
and Vanek were in the organization. And it's hard to argue that Yeah, Michael and Reinhardt
gave us the tandem bike entrance that this was a full team buy in to a joke and for an outdoor
game, like Yeah, if it goes well awesome, but if not might as well at least have fun with it get get
the experience for the guys. It's a team building exercise and it actually seems like they're
building a team instead of a few individuals who are having good years.

Josh  17:01
Right? And that's that was gonna be my main point for the game. The Sabres had fun and the
leafs were so focused on we gotta beat show to the Sabres we gotta we gotta win, gotta win.
We got to win because a couple weeks ago as long as you remember, the Sabres went into the
leafs Arena in the first time they've had a full capacity crowd hall in 81 days and pumped the
leafs five to one and that bug them that really did. I mean Ras was Sandy after the game said
you know, no offense to Buffalo but that's a team we have to be in the Sabres probably heard
that and said, Hey, man, we're playing you again in a week. Show us what you can do. And the
Sabres came in and played Excellent. Again. I mean, the guys on the TNT broadcast the whole



time we're saying how I don't remember who was between the benches. I think it was Eddie
Olczyk. But he was saying how the leafs were quiet. There was no chatter. They were sitting on
the bench, focused in on the game, but the Sabres were talking it up. They were having fun
telling jokes, smiling, laughing. And it's good to see that's what you need to do to win. That's not
what you need to do win hockey games, but you got to build chemistry, you got to have
cohesiveness off the ice, and it'll come on the ice. And that's exactly what happened that game.
I mean, Sabres come down from behind and score for straight.

Steve  18:27
They are riding a confidence high we have not seen in a long time. And it's organic in his wares
it sounds it's the most organically grown confidence I've seen in a long time. And you can really
start with when talk entered that lineup. Even just being around the team, he installed a sense of
pride in the organization that hasn't been there. And I've said it before, I'll say it again. It's like
having one of us on the team because he grew up, you grew up in Baldwinsville next door to
Timmy Connolly. I always take that fact for granted. Because you know, I played a year with
tuck. So like I knew that I didn't know, other people didn't know that. Like this guy has bled blue
and gold his whole life. This is his dream. And he is not letting anything go to waste. And in a
team that for a lot of years seemed like a collection of mercenaries just trying to get their
paycheck and get gone like yeah, the try to win but it seemed that there was a selfish attitude
that probably you can kind of see for now coming from Michael. So kind of pinpointing that or at
least that it's looking like it yeah, now it just everyone feels like they're playing for each other
and that's something we haven't seen in a while. You would see moments here and there with
good guys being good guys, but this is a whole team effort. By into a system and buying into
each other and we haven't seen in a long time. Speaking of

Josh  20:05
that buying in a lot of good post game coverage from that there are a lot of comments come
from that come from that game. So let's go over the game real quick. So the Sabres, I think
went up one nothing and then the leafs came right back and tied it and then leaves score again
to make a two to one and that's how it stayed for a while and then the Sabres just ran away with
it, scoring for an answer goals, taking advantage of a not confident goaltender and honestly in a
team with no confidence, like I said, the leafs weren't like excited to play in that game. They
were just there, and it looked like it looked like it in the way they played. So obviously, we all
know Austin Matthews almost broke his stick over dollies had pretty much I mean I saw the
screenshot of when it connected with his with Darlene Ted. And you can see the flex in the stick.
Matthews gets a two game suspension for it eventually. But the ensuing events following that hit
were you see Dylan cousins leveling Matthews et cetera ice for everyone to see. And then just
an all out brawl. Following that, that was just a great way to end that game. Cousin stood up for
Darlene Deleon didn't even need to be stood up for really I mean, Dolly took that hit, and then
just looked at Matthews like Excuse me. What did you just do to my face? I'm gonna beat the
crap out of you now. And well

Steve  21:38



Darlene had already knocked the living already knocked Matthews down there battling in front
dolly tossed them so Matthews came back and kind of stumped them. Right? Yeah, I mean, it's
really funny watching Anderson try and break it up. Yeah, then try to step in between it was like
Jim from the office stepping between Andy and to white during their dual episode. Kind of that
awkward. Yeah, I'm gonna get between you start swinging. But yeah, cousins laid a great hit on
Matthews who's a little off balance. At first glance it looks like a like a bad high hit. But honestly,
it wasn't cousins while his momentum is bringing him up. His did not jump into the hit. His elbow
was down until after the hit and just momentum brought it up is great hit absolutely phenomenal.
Then Michael bunting taking exception because you know their star guy just got hurt. decided
hey, I would like to get my ass kicked by the workhorse from Whitehorse today. So cousins just
buries them which was hilarious. And then a excuse me, a not a big moment. But a telling
moment. Is bunting makes that long walk to the locker room of the football stadium. So you
know cameras are on um, it's a long walk of shame. Like

Josh  23:03
it's like the Corey Perry walk of shame when he got thrown out of last year's Winter Classic 10
seconds into the came.

Steve  23:09
Knew that's up there with I was playing in Philly one time and we're having a really crappy game
and our coach told one of our defenseman Get the fuck off the bench. Basically, yeah, sat him
for the rest of the game, but made him get off the ice. And the doors are weird in this rink so he
literally couldn't open it. So we're between whistles and just watching this kid try and open a
door as our coaches benching and for the rest of the game, I was told not to come out for the
third period, but we're not talking about me. But anyways, so bunting makes that long,
embarrassing walk cousins when he gets tossed, comes back to the glass so we can celebrate
with his team.

Josh  23:50
It was it was a hilarious to see

Steve  23:53
is great to see the excitement of a player that is going to be very important to the future success
of the team. It just enjoying the win. This team is actually enjoying playing hockey. And funny
story. It is not funny story, but it's kind of fun to watch. players play a game who are also having
fun,

Josh  24:16
right? Right. It's one thing to watch them win and be like, Yay, something to watch them lose and
be like, Hey, man, we still have a great time. I mean, not only

Steve  24:25



my brother pointed out to me, whenever I call scores, he doesn't really sell it like the only times
we remember or when he Sally's hard when he told the Toronto fans to sit down. But most of the
time he just be like and whatever. Yeah.

Josh  24:41
He scored a goal in Pittsburgh the night after they played the Sabres and he just kind of like put
his arms up like literally like straight out like hey, like he didn't like he wasn't like yeah, like let's
go guys like he just kind of like skated off in the corner. We're like, whoo, it's like

Steve  24:56
it's a bigger buzz than buzz Killington.

Josh  25:00
I'm speaking to them real quick just to go back to the Knights for a second. Um, they're on a five
game losing streak right now. And that is very good implications for the Sabres first round draft
picks they got from them because they are barely hanging on to their playoff spot in the Pacific.
So fingers crossed that they keep losing that pic is top 10 protected. But that means it could be
11th overall. And there's a lot of good guys in the top 15 in this draft. Anyway, back to this leafs
game. Another person that joined Dylan cousins on the glasses a familiar face that we haven't
seen in a while. Terry Pegula Terry Pegula was hanging out down on the glass with Kevin
Adams. And him and Adams are just kind of like hey, Dylan Woody, what are you doing here?
And, and and Pegula walks over and he's talking to him. And that's awesome. That is such that
is such a cool picture to see pools got the varsity jacket on with the Sabres patch and in the
leather sleeves. It looked great. It was an awesome thing. And then like I said it was a funny
video when ministros I think came skated over the glass and cousins was banging on the glass
like a fan and hit minstrels and starts banging back. It's just I haven't felt about this to the team
this way in a long time. And it just it makes me smile. It makes me really happy. And I'm ready to
be heard again. Let's just put it that way.

Steve  26:26
Yeah, I tweeted it out. Just enjoy the ride boys. Yeah, no, you're right. You're riding a high you're
playing spoiler You're ruining you've ruined two perennial playoff fan bases. In one week, just
keep it up. Like well expect a game here and there like Florida where you're just outmatched.
And, you know, Puck, don't bounce your way. And it's gonna be rough, but just have have fun,
play hard and we'll get behind you, a team that's fun to watch and shows passion for the city for
the team and for each other. That's something we can get behind and get some momentum into
next year.

Josh  27:05
Exactly. And I like I said before, there was great, postgame comments from all the guys. We
definitely talked about him and cousins being basically brothers. Cousins echoed that yesterday
after practice. This from Paul Hamilton on Twitter. The players liked that Deleon acknowledged
cousins after the game and cousin said it means a lot. We've shown a lot lately and how we've
shown a lot lately about how close we are as a team. And we are brothers. Even in practice, we



battle like brothers and in games we battle together. So we're growing up together. That's a
captain quote right there. Another one cousins on this hit on Matthews at that point of the game
in a normal game, if nothing had happened, I probably wouldn't have taken that hit. But after
seeing what he did to wrasse, I, that was a really dirty cross check. I decided to finish my check.
And I do it again if I have to. That's just put the C on his jersey already. Please. Um, that is a
great quote from cousins. And we've all been saying you know, Alex talks gonna be the captain
of this team next year, cousins needs to be an alternate and if or when talk leaves. Cousins is
boom, there's your there's your other captain. I mean, you have him right there. So pick on the
workhorse from white horse for a reason. And he's gonna be a great player for this team for
years to come.

Steve  28:30
When was the last time that we actually had a semi argument about who deserves to get a letter
on this team?

Josh  28:40
To remember.

Steve  28:44
That's not wrong. There's like, shortly after that, it was like own dad acquire Renee just to get
some leadership and then Pominville stepped up, then van Vanek had the see. And it's just that
it was rotating. Like yeah, it's it's been a while since we're like, yeah, I could see like a captain
and like three alternates here. And the ones that come to mind would be talk cousins, a Poso
and dalim.

Josh  29:13
Darlene says the surprising I'm thinking,

Steve  29:15
yeah, they're starting to build a leadership group, which everyone's like, Oh, yeah. You know,
Sidney Crosby. He's been, you know, he was the youngest captain at the time. And you know,
you great leader. Well, he had a leadership group around they had a very veteran team right
broke into the league.

Josh  29:32
I mean, he had guys a long time. Yeah, I mean, you look back at Crosby, he had guys like
Lemieux Reki gone char you there's probably a bunch of guys that I'm forgetting but you had
guys that are you know League of Legends. I mean, Mario Lemieux came back to play with
Crosby. Just just to play with.

Steve  29:53
He was living with them too. He's a fucking owner.

Josh  29:57



Right exactly. Like you're gonna you're gonna be You're gonna be fine if you're living with the
owner and NHL legend. But anyway, back to the Sabres, you're right though, like those four
guys could all be, they can all wear the seed behind Well, maybe not quite yet but cousins
Okposo and tuck could all be wearing to see right now. And honestly another sneaky candidate
for that sort of thing I think is Peyton Krebs. Like I said, he's mature beyond his years. He's a
very good player. He's been showing up, he scored three goals in the past two games. And he's
just like he wants to be here. He's excited to be with these other young guys that he's played
with in the past. Remember, he played with cousins on the world junior team for Canada. He
played with Jacquin on the world junior team for Canada. So he wants to be here he wants he's
they're excited to grow with each other. And that's something that again, we haven't seen since
Roy Vanik, Pominville, all those guys coming through the system, because they all grew up
together in Rochester. Not not this group, the last group. So definitely good things are coming.
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